Textiles & Apparel Internship Data

CNS undergraduates participate in diverse experiential learning opportunities. Below is a list of internships that TXA Alumni participated in while attending UT Austin. This list was generated from self-reported information on the CNS graduation survey. There may be additional internships and programs attended by alumni that were not reported.

I worked as a...

The following list shows the internship titles that CNS students worked under at specific companies. You will find the lists formatted to represent the company name first, followed by the internship position title.

- Academy Sports + Outdoors - Intern
- Adidas - Tennis Apparel Design Intern
- Adrianna Papell - Assistant Designer
- Aeffe Spa - Wholesale Intern
- AEO - Store Operations Intern
- Alexis Bittar - Intern
- American Express - Tech Intern
- Anna Sui - Design Intern
- Anthropologie - Buying Team Intern
- Ashley Rowe Apparel - Copy Writer and Graphic Designer
- Atelier Benson - Intern
- Audience - Intern
- Austin Country Club - Buying and Merchandising Intern
- Austin Fashion Week - Style & Editorial Intern
- Bee Thinking - Retail Associate
- Beehive - Intern
- Blue Moon Atelier - Intern
- BPCM - PR Intern
- Brad Hughes and Associates - Intern
- Buck Mason - Creative/Merchandising Intern
- Bunglo - Merchandising and Buying Intern
- ByGeorge - E-commerce and Back Office Assistant
- ByGeorge - Marketing Assistant
- C2C - Design Intern
- Calendar Holdings - Product Merchandising Intern
- Camille Styles Inc - Intern
- Capital Factory - Marketing Intern
- Carolina Hererra - Intern
- Celestino Couture - Assistant to Designer
- Celestino Couture - Design/Construction Assistant
• Chanel - Intern
• Coach - Creative Studio Intern
• Collectic Home - Intern
• Csilla Somogyi Boutique - Design intern
• Darling Detail - Social Media Specialist
• Diane von Furstenberg - Domestic Wholesale Intern
• Dillard’s - Executive Intern
• Dillard’s - Manager-in-Training
• Dress for Success - Inventory Intern
• Edit Mode - Luxury Styling Intern
• Eliza Page - Operations Intern
• ESP Trendlab NYC - Intern
• Everybody Wins! DC - Non-Profit Intern
• Faherty Brand - Product Development Intern
• Faherty Brand - Retail Management Intern
• FEMI AINA - Design Intern
• Fera libens - Intern
• Fortress of Inca - Social Media Intern
• Fossil - Product Development Intern
• Four Hands Home - Upholstery Intern
• Four Hands Home - Buying and Planning Intern
• Four Hands Home - Product Development Intern
• Frasier Sterling - Marketing Intern
• Friends and Neighbors - Sales Intern
• Garment Exchange - Customer Care Intern
• Gilded Petals - Bridal Intern
• Global Brands Group - Product Development Intern
• Gomez Gracia - Intern
• Good Sports Outdoor Outfitters - Merchandiser
• Greg Norman Collection - Fashion Design Intern
• Hamilton Shirts - Account Management Intern
• Hamilton Shirts - Showroom Intern
• Hamilton Shirts - Web Intern
• Helene Jewelry - Intern
• IDCREATIVE - PR intern
• Impression Bridal - Intern
• Independent Artists Agency - Assistant
• JL Racing - Intern
• Joseph Abboud Apparel Corp - Intern
• Julian Gold - Merchandising intern
• Kaavya Reddy Couture - Design and Business Intern
• Kate Spade New York - Design Intern
• Kelly Wynne - Inventory Maintenance Intern
• Kelly Wynne - Marketing/E-comm Intern
• Kelly Wynne - Wholesale Intern
• kensie - Showroom Sales Intern
• Kick Pleat - Merchandising intern
• Lela Rose - Intern
• Levi's - Design intern
• Lilia Ballí - Intern
• Linda Asaf Design - Assistant Designer
• Lulu Guinness - Production Assistant
• Macy's - Store Management Intern
• Marc Jacobs - International Wholesale Intern
• Mayfair Group - Social Media Marketing intern
• McKinsey & Company - Summer Business Analyst
• Michael Kors - Fashion Office Intern
• Milly - Intern
• Movin Easy Dancewear - Buying Intern
• Nadine West - Stylist
• Naturally Austin - Programs Communications Coordinator
• Nautica - Merchandising Intern
• NBG Home - Product Management Intern
• Neill-Cochran House Museum - Intern
• Neiman Marcus - Assistant Manager
• Neiman Marcus - Buying Intern
• Nielsen Bainbridge Group - Marketing Intern
• Nina Means - Design Intern
• Noonday Collection - Intern
• Nordstrom - Retail management intern
• Olivia Hines - Wardrobe Stylist Intern
• Open Arms - Product Development Intern
• Open Arms - Production Assistant
• Oscar de la Renta - Intern
• Outdoor Voices - Design Intern
• PaperCity Magazine - Intern
• Patti Flowers - Intern
• Rainforest Partnership - Intern
• Rank & Style - Digital Marketing Intern
• Rank & Style - Site Merchandising Intern
• Raven + Lily - Intern
• RAZ Imports - Product Development Intern
• Rebecca Minkoff - Social Media/PR intern
• Rectify Data - Marketing Information Intern
• Rosie Assoulin - Design Intern
• Sakowitz Galleria - Buyer Intern
• Scout Guide Austin - Marketing Intern
• Shaesby - Studio Assistant
• Shaesby - Wholesale intern
• Sherri Hill - Sales intern
• Shines Creative - Design Intern
• Sikara & Co. Jewelry - Intern
• Slice of Sauce - Digital Marketing Associate
• Stage Stores - Intern
• Stanley Korshak - Intern
• Stitch Texas - Sourcing/Quality Control Intern
• Talbots - Intern
• Teysha Social Enterprises - Intern
• Theory - Accessories Department Intern
• Tomlinsons - Merchandising intern
• Tommy Hilfiger - Mens Woven Intern
• Tribeza Magazine - Events & Marketing Intern
• UT Austin - Historical Textiles and Apparel Collection - Textile Archives Intern
• UT Austin - Intellectual Entrepreneurship - Pre-Grad Intern
• UT Austin - Libraries - Book Keeper
• UT Austin - People of Liberal Arts - Journalist
• UT Austin - University Co-op - Visual Merchandising Intern
• UT Austin - University Health Services - Intern
• UT Austin - University Union - Event Planning Intern
• UT Austin - UT in NYC - Intern
• Vivianne Luk - Design intern
• wemake - Intern
• Zink - Product Development Intern